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Übungen zur Vorlesung
Einführung in das Programmieren für TM

Serie 3

Aufgabe 3.1. One way (not the best way) to approximate the number π is the so called Leibniz formula

π =

∞∑
k=0

4(−1)k

2k + 1
.

The n-th partial sum

P (n) =
4(−1)n

2n+ 1
+ P (n− 1)

can be interpretated as a recursive function and it holds limn→∞ P (n) = π. Write a function double

P(int n) that computes P (n). Moreover, write a main program that reads n ∈ N from the keyboard
and prints out the resulting n-th partial sum P (n). Save your source code as piRecursive.c into the
directory serie03.

Aufgabe 3.2. Write a recursive function double powN(double x, int n) which computes xn for all
exponents n ∈ Z and x ∈ R. It holds x0 = 1 for all x ∈ R \ {0}. For n < 0 use xn = (1/x)−n. Moreover,
0n = 0 for n > 0. The term 0n for n ≤ 0 is not defined. In that case, the function should return the value
0.0/0.0. You must not use the function pow from the math library. Save your source code as powN.c

into the directory serie03.

Aufgabe 3.3. Write two functions:

• the function double scalarProduct(double u[3], double v[3]), which computes and returns
the scalar product w = u · v = ax+ by + cz of two given vectors u = (a, b, c)T and v = (x, y, z)T ;

• the function void vectorProduct(double u[3], double v[3], double w[3]), which computes
the vector product w = u× v of two given vectors u = (a, b, c)T and v = (x, y, z)T , i.e.,

w1 = bz − cy,
w2 = cx− az,
w3 = ay − bx.

Furthermore, write a main program which reads the parameters a, b, c and x, y, z from the keyboard and
prints out the two results. Save your source code as products.c into the directory serie03.

Aufgabe 3.4. Write a program that allocates a static vector x of length 1000. The coefficients shall
satisfy x[i] = i for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 999}. Next, the vector shall be displayed on the screen. You must not
use loops. Save your source code as array.c into the directory serie03.
Hint: Write functions createVector and printVector that are called in the main program.

Aufgabe 3.5. The Fibonacci sequence is recursively defined by x0 := 0, x1 := 1, and xn+1 := xn+xn−1.
Write the function fibonacciVec which computes xn for given n. In contrast to exercise 2.7, the function
fibonacciVec should store all intermediate results x0, . . . , xn−1 in the vector x. Take care that any xi
is computed only once. Here, n is a fixed constant. Write a main program, whichdeclarates the vector x
and prints the corresponding number xn. What are the advantages und disadvantages of this function
compared to fibonacci from exercise 2.7. Save your source code as fibonacciVec.c into the directory
serie03.



Aufgabe 3.6. Let f : [a, b]→ R be a continuous function on the interval [a, b] with

f(a) · f(b) ≤ 0.

This implies that f has a root x0 ∈ [a, b], which we approximate with a bisection algorithm: Define
c := (a+ b)/2 as the midpoint of the interval. By assumption it holds that

f(a) · f(c) ≤ 0 or f(c) · f(b) ≤ 0.

In case of f(a)·f(c) ≤ 0 the algorithm calls itself with the interval [a, c],otherwise with [c, b]. The stopping
criterion is given by |b− a| ≤ ε. Because of x0 ∈ [a, b], the point c as well as a and b are approximations
of the root x0 with error ε. The function int bisection( double ab[2], double eps) has input
parameters a, b ∈ R und ε > 0. In case of f(a) · f(b) > 0 the function should stop. Use a vector for input
of a and b (Call by Reference). The return-value of the function should be 0, if everything worked correctly
and -1 otherwise. Print a, b, |b− a| and f(c) in each call of the function. Test your implementation with
f(x) = x2 + exp(x)− 2 on [0,∞), which should be realized as a function. Write a a main program which
reads in a, b, ε > 0 and prints the corresponding approximation of the root. Save your source code as
bisection.c into the directory serie03.

Aufgabe 3.7. Let x be a vector of length n. Write a recursive function findBisection(x,y), which
returns an index i ≤ n such that it holds xi = y. If no such index exists, the function should return 0
To get a fast code, the function should not search the vector from front to back (or vice versa). Instead
adapt the idea of the bisection algorithm from exercise 3.6. How many times does the function call itself
if x is vector of length 32 in the worst case? Save your source code as findBisection.m into the directory
serie03.

Aufgabe 3.8. Write the function int lines(double u[3], double v[3], double s[2]), which cha-
racterizes the mutual position of two lines: Given u = (a, b, c)T ∈ R3 and v = (d, e, f)T ∈ R3, the
equations

ax+ by = c,

dx+ ey = f

define two lines in the plane. The function lines determines whether the lines defined by the input
parameters are parallel (return value 1), coincident (return value 0), or intersecting (return value -1).
In the third case, the function computes and returns the coordinates of the intersection point (in s[2]).
Then, write a main program which reads the six parameters from the keyboard and calls the function
lines. Save your source code as lines.c into the directory serie03.


